How Will You Change Lives On #GivingTuesdayNow?
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Dear <<First Name>>,

Hope you and your families are healthy and staying safe during these uncertain and
unprecedented times.

The coronavirus will not stop AIF’s ongoing commitment to tens of thousands of migrant families
in India who are struggling to survive the loss of income in the ongoing COVID-19 crisis and the
medical community that so urgently needs protective gear and lifesaving equipment to protect
themselves and save lives. Those who depend on us most cannot wait for “normalcy” to arrive.
As we approach #GivingTuesdayNow on May 5, 2020, a global day of giving and unity as an
emergency response to the unprecedented need caused by COVID-19, please consider making a
gift to #AIFCOVID19RESPONSE.

All donations are tax-deductible, and 100% of funds go directly to those in need. Even in times of
crisis, our work is desperately needed. Your support is appreciated now more than ever. Together
we are stronger!

With gratitude,

Nishant Pandey
CEO
American India Foundation (AIF)

AIF PARTNERS WITH WCK TO PROVIDE 20,000 MEALS TO FRONTLINE HEALTH
WORKERS IN THE US
AIF has partnered with World Central Kitchen (WCK) for our COVID-19 Response in the
US. Through this partnership, we will serve 20,000 meals to frontline health workers in underresourced hospitals across NY, BA, Boston and Chicago, and in the process, support local
kitchens and jobs too. We want to thank the AIF Board and EXL for putting together a seed fund
to make this important work possible. Read More

AIF'S COVID-19 RESPONSE REACHES 100,000 PEOPLE ACROSS 14 STATES
As the number of COVID-19 cases are increasing, so are the needs of children and families in
India. Despite access restrictions, AIF's teams are working around the clock with 14 state
governments and our robust local partner network to deliver much-needed supplies and help
protect more than 100,000 migrants, families, and children across India. Our priority is to ensure
that life-saving supplies continue to reach the most vulnerable communities. Help AIF protect
and support communities affected by Covid-19. Donate Now.

CHILDREN FROM MIGRANT COMMUNITIES NEED TO CONTINUE THEIR
EDUCATION
In this article, Dr. Swati Jha, Director of AIF's Learning and Migration Program (LAMP) sums up how
LAMP has been working in communities affected by distress seasonal migration for the last 15 years, and
how children enrolled in the program’s interventions have shown marked improvement in their learning
outcomes. She also highlights what needs to be done to secure a better future for children from
migrant communities. Read More

MISSED LAST WEEK'S #AIFCOVID19Response WEBINAR: MIGRATION &
HUMANITARIAN PROTECTION: PERSPECTIVES FROM THE GRASSROOTS?
Watch AIF's CEO Nishant Pandey and esteemed guests, including Professor Pushpendra K Singh,
Chairperson, Center for Development Practice and Research, Tata Institute of Social Sciences for
#AIFCOVID19Response Webinar on Migration & Humanitarian Protection: Perspectives from the
Grassroots. A discussion on the challenges faced by migrant workers and their families, their urgent
needs and the constraints within which development workers are trying to serve those needs. Watch It
Now

CHICAGO GIRLS RAISE MONEY TO HELP MOTHERS IN INDIA SURVIVE THE COVID19 PANDEMIC
This year would be the second Mother’s day celebration for the mothers & daughters at AIF's
Circle of Hope, (COH) Chicago after its formation last year. To honor this special day and as a
gesture of gratitude to all the mothers in India and the world, COH, Chicago teen girls are starting
a fundraiser called the Mother’s Relief Fund. Read More

EVERY DAY COUNTS. SAVE LIVES.
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